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ABSTRACT
Network security is an important area in computer science. Although great efforts have already been made regarding
security problems, networks are still threatened by all kinds of potential attacks, which may lead to huge damage and loss.
Log ﬁles are main sources for security analysis. However, log ﬁles are not user friendly. It is laborious work to obtain
useful information from log ﬁles. Compared with log ﬁles, visualization systems designed for security purposes provide
more perceptive and effective sources for security analysis. Most security visualization systems are based on log ﬁles. In
this paper, we provide a survey on visualization designs for computer network security. In this survey, we looked into
different security visual analytics, and we organized them into ﬁve categories. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Because of the world’s reliance on computer networks, their
security and stability are of tremendous importance. A
computer network is vulnerable to attacks and errors, and
many attacks, such as a worm attack, a denial‐of‐service
attack, and so forth, can lead to billions of dollars in
damages [1]. Even if a particular network system has strong
enough protocols, ﬂaws and instability may still happen
during deployment [2]. Two kinds of threats are differentiated here. Flaws refer to unintentional errors in the system,
whereas intrusions refer to intentional illegal accesses or
even malicious attacks on the system [2]. Therefore, there is
no perfectly secured system, and intrusion/ﬂaw detection is
vital for the protection of computer systems [2].
For the security and the stability of computer network
systems, log ﬁles are the main resources for analyzing the
performance of the computer network [2]. System logs are
critical for administrators to obtain the security information
of the network. Generating and continuously updating log
ﬁles are tracking mechanisms for operating systems or
software to record all of the activities of the running system
[3-76, 134-140]. For example, in Windows operating
system, log ﬁles about security, system, application, and so
forth, are available [3].
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However, it is a difﬁcult task to search for problems
through analyzing logs [2]. Log ﬁles are not user friendly, and
not all of the information is useful for detecting abnormal
activities [3,7]. Meanwhile, some applications generate multiple log ﬁles to record categorized data. Therefore, the
analysis must combine several log ﬁles [3].
As a branch of computer science, information visualization is such a research ﬁeld with the assistance of some
professionally designed software tools to model complex
data with interactive images [77]. Administrators can easily
learn, understand, and recognize threats, vulnerabilities, and
attacks, which are the basis for further response [77]. Many
researchers have provided their visualization design for security purposes, and many software tools are designed for
monitoring purposes.
In this paper, we study different security visualization
designs and provide a categorization based on the forms of
visual views.
The rest of this paper is recognized as follows: In
Section 2, we introduce the data process and analysis for
security. In Section 3, we provide the classiﬁcation of
visualization designs, and, in Section 4, we study different
visualization designs. In Section 5, we discuss some future
research directions. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 6.
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2. DATA PROCESS AND ANALYSIS
In order to maintain the security and the stability of
computer and network systems, vast amounts of data are
needed for dynamic analysis. Data are the main resources
for security and forensic analyses. Regardless of what
schemes an analysis system employs, log ﬁles are the basis
for analysis. As described in the former section, it is a
laborious task to obtain useful information for anomaly
detection. In this section, we introduce and study two
methods of data processing and analysis: data mining and
visualization analysis.
Data mining refers to extracting patterns from data [78].
As amounts of data are doubling very quickly, data mining
becomes an increasingly important and effective tool for
transforming these data into information. It is widely
applied in various ﬁelds, such as business, marketing,
monitoring, attack/intrusion detection, and knowledge
discovery in the real world [78].
“A picture is worth a thousand of words.” Information
visualization generally needs to handle very large amounts
of textual, symbolic, or relational data and to transfer these
data into graphics that can be displayed [79]. A
visualization system provides a more perceptive method
for security analysis. The advantage of visual analysis is
that it is easier for humans to ﬁnd unexpected patterns
through pictures.
2.1. Data mining
Data mining provides an effective method for data
sifting, which can help ﬁlter out data with certain
patterns. Attacks/intrusions with regular patterns can be
easily detected through data mining technology [80].
Data mining technology is widely applied in marketing,
ﬁnance, fraud detection, telecommunications, and data
cleaning [80].
When traditional signature‐based intrusion detection
methods became ineffective in discovering novel
attacks, data mining methods began to play a signiﬁcant
role in intrusion detection. Data Mining is deﬁned as the
extraction of patterns or models from data sets [3] and
known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
[81,82]. Different data mining methods are employed in
different approaches in which different data are
analyzed. For example, Schultz et al. [83] utilize Naive
Bayes algorithms for the detection of malicious
activities, while Ghosh and Schwartzbard [84] apply
neural networks on the US Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) network connections dataset.
With speciﬁc algorithms, data mining technology can
extract patterns from data [80]. Some additional steps in
the KDD process provide more accurate results, such as
data preparation, data selection, data cleaning, incorporation of appropriate prior knowledge, and proper
interpretation of the results of mining [80]. These steps
are essential in ensuring that the derived information
from the data is useful and correct knowledge [80]. KDD
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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is an interactive and iterative process involving many
steps that require decisions by a user [80]. Some data
mining methods blindly process data and easily lead to
meaningless and invalid patterns, and this is a dangerous
activity [80].
With the extensive application of data mining
technology to uncover patterns, an important consideration is the data sample. If the data samples are not
representative enough, the sample may produce indicative results of the domain [78]. Meanwhile, if the
“mined” data sample doesn’t have the pattern that we
are interested in, it might be assumed that the pattern is
not included in the whole data. The selection of the data
sample is critical for the data mining [78]. Similar to
any other analysis, data mining only functions in
conjunction with the appropriate raw material [78].
Users must ﬁrst collect indicative and representative
data. Furthermore, a speciﬁc pattern discovered in a
sample of data does not necessarily mean that the
pattern is representative of the whole population that the
data set was drawn from [78]. Therefore, veriﬁcation
and validation of the pattern is an important part of the
data mining process [78].
In [85], an algorithm to extract patterns is presented,
and a method is designed for comparison with those
patterns, through which mismatches could be found and
alarms could be raised once abnormal activities are
detected. In [86], Mahoney and Chan employ another
data mining technique, association rules, for intrusion
detection. Data mining techniques are also helpful for
computer security. An example is that in a work by
Michael [87] utilizing sufﬁx trees to get frequent series of
system calls.
Similar to data mining, many methods are used in
intrusion detection. In [88], two domain‐independent
online anomaly detection schemes are designed; namely, the Lempel–Ziv (LZ)‐based and Markov‐based
detection schemes were proposed by exploiting the
location history traversed by mobile users. In [89], a
Markov chain‐based approach and a Hotelling’s T2
test‐based approach were proposed. In [90], by exploiting regularities demonstrated in users’ behaviors terms
of calling and mobility activities, the authors presented
a suite of detection techniques to identify fraudulent
usage of mobile telecommunication services: a nonparametric technique known as the Parzen window with
a Gaussian kernel, which is used to estimate a class‐
conditional probability density function, and a Bayesian
decision rule, which is applied in order to achieve a
desirable error rate.
2.2. Visualization
Visualization analysis is an interactive process, a continuous loop between visualization and knowledge discovery,
and sometimes even goes back to data collection/
preparation [2]. At ﬁrst, a visualization system is
developed based on analysis goals and collected datasets.
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With the exploration of the dataset, users get some
previously unknown knowledge related to the data.
Further questions and analysis may then be required using
current tools or after acquiring new tools. Such a loop ends
when the user is ﬁnally satisﬁed with the obtained
information. A visualization system helps users detect
patterns in a more perceptive way. When combined with
more technologies, such as data mining or machine
learning, a visualization system can more effectively
achieve patterns.
The exploration of the data visualization system
helps us explore and analyze data under study. It is an
inherently iterative process that includes multiple steps
[79]. As a result of explosive development of Internet
technology in recent years, information visualization
[91] has become a signiﬁcant research area of computer
science. However, the application of visualization in
computer security is still few. These include Erbacher
et al. [92] employing glyphs in visual intrusion
detection data, Yurcik et al. [93] designing a tool for
the visualization of the network trafﬁc, Girardin [94]
working on packet‐based visualization, and Tudumi [95]
designing a visualization system for the surveillance and
audience of computer logs in order to assist in the
detection of malicious activities.
Data mining methods for visualization purposes are
also few in number. Perception‐based classiﬁcation
(PBC) [96] is one of them, which is particularly related
to computer security. As a visual tool for classiﬁcation,
PBC can be applied to detect intrusions. Meanwhile,
PBC [96] is an improvement of data mining methods by the successful combination of visualization
and machine‐learning techniques. Another example is
MineSet [97], which is an integrated analytical and
visual data mining tool. It provides an interactive
exploration process to ﬁnd trends and relationships
among data [97]. Mielog [98] is a forensic analysis tool
speciﬁcally for system log ﬁles. It statistically analyzes
and classiﬁes log entries. This visualization system was
designed to demonstrate the features of logs but not the
contents.
There also exist some other network visualization
tools, such as the Internet Mapping Project [99] and the
H3Viewer [100]. Munzner et al. [101] worked on the
visualization of the global topology of the MBone.
These tools focus on the demonstration of changes in
reachability and topology. Labovitz et al. [102] also
conducted some simple visualizations of the number of
Internet routing changes.
In [103], Goldstein et al. described an iterative and
interactive data exploration process. It is an interactive
anomaly detection system.
In [104], a geolocation system is introduced. The
function is realized based on a software system named
StoneGate Management Center. The system tracks
where packets come and where they go based on a
global IP address database and the global location map.
It can statistically calculate the top rate of all hosts
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and locate a speciﬁc IP address. The corresponding
communication of hosts is also recorded in the log ﬁle
and can be demonstrated when users need it.
In [105], a hierarchical visualization method based on
IP address is designed. This is a visualization method that
hierarchically demonstrates each IP address and its
activities.
Various ideas are employed to design visualization
systems. The purposes are the same: to help administrators
detect malicious activities and anomalies. In Section 4, we
will introduce different designs in detail.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF
VISUALIZATION DESIGN
In [106], visualizations for security analysis are
categorized into hierarchical visualization techniques
and nonhierarchical visualization techniques. In [107],
authors classiﬁed the visualization methods for wired
networks based on presentation mode, as shown in
Table I. Different presentation modes include text
based, dashboards, chart and graphs, and visualization.
Currently, visualization is the most popular presentation
mode.
Security visualization for wireless networks is focused
on in [107]. Current studies are mostly based on the
wireless network mapping technology, which intends to
show the location of Access Points (APs) and mobile
devices as well as their links [107]. There are two main
wireless network mapping methods: the GPS and radio
frequency (RF) signal‐based methods [108].
The GPS‐based method uses the conveniences of GPS,
which can be utilized all around the world [107]. However,
their surroundings may greatly limit the performance of
GPS receivers. For example, having tall buildings around,
being indoors, or being under cover may make it difﬁcult
to get position information because of limited satellite
signals [107].
Radio frequency signal‐based methods utilize varieties
of RF signals like wireless LAN (802.11), GSM, and so
forth. Most approaches use the received signal strength to
do the locating work [107].
In this paper, we categorize all kinds of designs
based on the forms of visual results. We do not
separately study the visualization technology for wired
or wireless networks. We classify visualization designs
into the following ﬁve categories: text‐based visualization, parallel visualization, hierarchical visualization,
three‐dimensional (3D) visualization, and other designs.
We will introduce each category in Section 4.

Table I. Classiﬁcation of visualization of wired network [133].
Presentation mode
Text based

Dashboards

Charts and graphs

Visualization
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4. VISUALIZATION DESIGNS
We classify visualization designs based on the form of
visual results. In this section, we study different
visualization designs in each category.
4.1. Text‐based analysis
The text‐based method is the most traditional and
fundamental method for security and forensic analyses.
Many tools designed to analyze log ﬁles use a text‐based
view. We will study some traditional tools, such as an MS
Log Parser (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA), as
well as some novel ideas like geolocation, which
associates log data with global location information.
4.1.1. Geolocation.
The StoneGate Management Center [104] was developed to monitor activities of speciﬁc IP addresses, as well
as to locate the geographical locations of IP addresses in
real time. A geolocation map, as shown in Figure 1, is
generated based on the public geolocation database, which
is built and updated in an internal management server
[104]. The software cannot only trace the locations of IP
addresses, but can also track where packets are from and
where they are going.
There are also options to show the top rate statistics as a
map. Geolocation can show the top rate statistics in a pie
chart view as well as a geographical view. It can also show
the log records of a host through right clicking on the IP
addresses.
The geolocation map is also conjunct with Google
maps. With the Google maps view, it is easier to ﬁnd the
speciﬁc location of a host. Geolocations can also be
conﬁgured for private IP addresses. The only difference is
that internal IP addresses need to be conﬁgured manually.
Then, all of the trafﬁc within the network can be monitored.

4.1.2. Log Parser.
The MS Log Parser is a powerful tool designed to
access text‐based data like log ﬁles, XML ﬁles, and CSV
ﬁles [109]. Structured query language statements can be
used with this tool, along with more powerful functions
like sorting, ﬁltering, gathering data from an input format,
and achieving results of target format for visualization
[3,109]. Table II shows an example of a report generated
by Log Parser [3].
4.1.3. Some wireless network tools.
For wireless network visualization, most methods used
text‐based or dashboard visualization, whereas only a small
amount of researches concerned visualization design [107].
Examples of tools using text, dashboard, or chart visualization are Netstumbler [110], Commview for Wiﬁ [111], and
WirelessMon [112], respectively. By scanning the communication channels, these tools capture wireless packets. After
analyzing these packets, related statistical information is
obtained. The tools mainly collect the information of APs,
such as security set identiﬁer and signal strengths.
The text‐based system has great limitations, especially when there is a large amount of information. That
is why visualization approaches are developed. Examples of tools using visualization as a presentation mode
are IntraVue [113], Wi‐Viz [114], and WVis [115].

Table II. An example report generated by Log Parser [3].
Computer name
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
…

Time
8/15/2007
8/15/2007
8/15/2007
8/15/2007
8/15/2007
…

Username
9:25
10:37
11:10
0:25
13:48

Administrator
Local service
Jacica
Jone
Rose
…

Figure 1. Geolocation map [104].
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
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4.2. Parallel visualization methods
4.2.1. Picviz.
Picviz [116] is a tool designed to improve the output
image based on acquired data, such as logs. It employs
parallel coordinate technology. Parallel coordinates
[117] are a way to illustrate an event carrying N kinds
of information within a two‐dimensional (2D) plane
(commonly N is larger than 4). Although N’s dimensional vector is difﬁcult to plot, this method provides a
neat and easy solution [116].
For example, a four‐dimensional vector can be drawn in
a 2D plain as in Figure 2(a). An example vector (−0.5, 0.5,
0.25, 1) is shown in Figure 2(b).
Superﬁcially, a complicated structured pattern is
introduced and many points correspond to many polygonal
lines overlapping each other [107]. However, there is a
certain relationship between the points and such a pattern.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between a line in a
traditional 2D (x,y) plane and a parallel plot system.
Log ﬁles are the most important data sources in this
paper. Through the data acquisition process, logs are
transformed into a PCV ﬁle, which is a format that can be
handled by Picviz to do the visualization work. System
logs, application logs, databases with information
structurally stored, and so forth, can be used for data
acquisition.
Figure 4 is an illustration that is similar but not identical to the visual results provided by Picviz. It is the
visualization of an example of the auth syslog facility.
The ﬁrst axis is the time with 00:00 at the bottom and
23:59 on the top [118]. The blank area in the ﬁrst axis
shows that there was no access during that time period.
The exact time period in this example is from 2:29 AM to

1
0.5
0.25
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0.5

(a) Four axes

(b) A vector in four axes

Figure 2. Two‐dimensional plain for N dimensions [116].

0

Figure 3. Two‐dimensional line relationship [116].
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Figure 4. Picviz front end showing pam sessions opening [118].

5:50 AM. The second axis shows the machine where the
log ﬁle is from. Lines go to a single point in the machine
(second) axis, and this means that all of the activities are
recorded in the same machine.
The third axis shows what exact service or application
wrote the log item. Taking this ﬁgure as an example, when
the mouse is placed on the red line at the service on the
top, the “su” service will be shown, which is used to log in
as a root.
The fourth axis shows what pam module was used to
perform the login authentication. In this example, there
was only local authentication using the pam unix module,
so the lines converge to a single point again. Other kinds
of authentication may also occur, such as remote
authentication.
The rightmost two axes show the user source and the
destination of the logs. This visualization system can help
administrators ﬁnd abnormal activities and which IP
addresses are involved.
4.2.2. Visual firewall.
Firewall [119] provides a real‐time trafﬁc view for
users to certify conﬁgurations of their ﬁrewall and to
monitor their network activities passively.
The visualization uses a perceptually parallel process
technique. Four totally different views are established, and
we only show the real‐time trafﬁc view and visual
signature view as an example [119] in Figure 5.
Figure 5 [119] is an illustration of the real‐time trafﬁc
view. Both incoming and outgoing packets are shown by
glyphs. The direction of the trafﬁc is demonstrated by
motion, which also illustrates whether or not the trafﬁc
was rejected [119]. The packets ﬂowing between the
ﬁrewall and foreign IP addresses are demonstrated in
this view [119]. In this ﬁgure, ﬁrewall rules can be
veriﬁed because both accepted and rejected packets are
easily to be read from the ﬁgure [119]. The left axis
always shows the port number of the local host [119],
whereas the right axis denotes the foreign host IP
address and port number [119].
As shown in Figure 6, packet ﬂows are plotted as lines
between two parallel axes. The left axis shows ports on the
local machine, and the right axis shows the global IP
address. When the local host connects to a foreign host, a
line connecting the local port to the global IP address will
be drawn between the two axes to track packets [119].
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Rumint’s exquisite detail [120]. TCP, transmission
control protocol; TTL, Time To Live; UDP, user diagram protocol.

4.3. Hierarchical visualization method

IP to Port Connection Lines
Foreign Host IP

Local Host Port

Source IP

Users are able to choose as many as 19. The six parameters
shown in the ﬁgure are ideal for visualizing Storm. These
parameters are the following: Packet Length, Source IP,
Dest IP, UDP Source Port, UDP Dest Port, and TTL [120].

Figure 5. Real‐time trafﬁc view [119].

UDP

Packet
Length

TCP

Figure 6. Visual signature view [119]. TCP, transmission control
protocol; UDP, user diagram protocol.

4.3.1. Treemaps.
Treemapping [121] is a technology to hierarchically
(tree‐structurally) display data using a set of nested
rectangles. Each branch of the tree is associated with a
rectangle and smaller rectangles inside represent sub‐
branches. Treemaps [122] can be used for many different
analysis purposes. Figure 8 is an illustration, which shows
an example of ﬁrewall log analysis with treemaps.
For each source address, a gray block is established to
demonstrate all of the destinations that are connected. For
example, the IP address “195.141.69.42” is connected to
the machine with IP address “239.255.255.253”. Meanwhile, for each destination, another block is set up to
demonstrate all activities that the source machine tried to
access. Different colors indicate whether the connection is
blocked (red) or not (green) [122]. Then a nice view of the
ﬁrewall activity is demonstrated, which can help us detect
attacks, wrong conﬁgurations, and so forth. From Figure 8,
it is easy to see that there might be something wrong with
the conﬁguration of “212.251.86.126”. It tried to connect a

195.141.69.42

212.251.86.126

Two colors are used to distinguish transmission control
protocol (TCP) packets (green) and user diagram protocol
(UDP) packets (orange) [119]. Lines fade over time. A
newer line is brighter. This allows time to be demonstrated
in the view [119]. This view provides a clear view for both
incoming port scans and outgoing ping sweeps.

239.255.255.253
239.255.110.100
135

Echo

239.255.110.98

4.2.3. Rumint.
Rumint [120] is a parallel visualization tool. A data set
captured over 5‐min post‐infection of a sandbox victim
with a typical Storm variant is visualized in Figure 7 [120].
As shown in Figure 7, an illustration of the visualization
results based on the data in [120], the number of axes is 6.
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec

239.255.110.34
135

427
Echo

239.255.110.27

68.121.121.9
62.253.253.16

Echo request

Echo request

427

Figure 8. Firewall log analysis using Treemaps [122].
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lot of machines through port 135. If this failed, it would
not try again. The machine needs to be reconﬁgured.
4.3.2. A hierarchical visualization method based
on IP address.
A hierarchical visualization method based on IP
addresses is introduced in [105]. As shown in Figure 9,
each IP address is displayed as a black square icon, and the
whole network is displayed in a hierarchical style. As
shown in Figure 10, each icon has a height that shows how
many incidents are related to the IP address. Different
colors of the histograms distinguish sent incidents and
received incidents.

6.2.5.6
3.3.3.7
3.2.3.1

3.2.3.2

3.2.4.3

4.2.5.1

4.2.5.6

3.2.4.4

3.*
3.2.*

4.3.2.1. Hierarchical structure. In the hierarchical
process, computers are grouped by their IP addresses,
starting with the ﬁrst byte of the IP address, then the
second, and ﬁnally the fourth byte [105]. All IP addresses
are grouped into a four‐level hierarchy. The grouping
process is shown in Figure 11, where the black icons show
a computer and the border lines represent groups [105].
The system can visualize thousands of icons in one display

3.2.3.*

3.3.*

3.2.4.*

4.*

5.*

Figure 11. Hierarchy of computers based on IP addresses [105].

space without overlapping. Clearly, zoom functions are
provided for users to access details [105].
Usually, IP addresses are assigned based on the
organization’s structure. Therefore, the hierarchy reﬂects
real computer’s organization of different departments.
Therefore, the technology can show the relationships
between incidents and organizations [105].

Figure 9. Example of hierarchical visualization [105].

Number of received incidents

Number of
sent
incidents

Figure 10. Each leaf node heights denotes the number of
incidents [105].
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4.3.2.2. Visualization analysis. In [105], experiments are conducted using the log ﬁles of Cisco Secure
IDS 4320 (Cisco Systems, San Jose, CA, USA), a
commercial intrusion detection system (IDS). Graphical
user interface is developed using Java (Sun Microsystems,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) for users to do conﬁguration.
Based on the data organization of the log ﬁles, users can
choose a speciﬁc date, time range, security level, IP
address, and so forth [105].
In an example in [105], a sequence of visualizations
is demonstrated based on the log ﬁle recorded over 6 h
including about 4000 computers to show multiple
senders and receivers lasting 5 min (it might be the
case that some attackers randomly select some machines
as targets), concentrated incidents from a single sender
to a single receiver (a sender focuses on attacking a
speciﬁc computer), the former sender being disconnected and new senders arising (although the sender was
blocked, several new senders arise and attack new
receivers, and one new receiver locates in a different
department from the continuously receiver), and many
receivers in the same department being attacked (some
former senders and receivers have been blocked,
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
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IP Matrix

4.4.2. An integrated visualization system.
With the increase of all kinds of attacks, like worms,
bonet, and so forth, IDS is becoming more and more
important. However, a serious drawback of current IDS
logs is many false positives [123], which are alerts for
illegal activities. As visual patterns are already set up for
typical attacks, it is easier to use a visualization system to
detect them than text‐based methods [123].
Usually, attacks refer to illegal activities from an
external network [123]. When detecting worms, administrators can take appropriate actions to avoid these attacks.
However, internal attacks on external networks are also
serious problems. Some machines infected by a virus may
continuously attack other machines within the internal
network as well as machines in the external network [123].
For internal attackers, administrators are always interested
in the locations of the infected machines because these
machines might need to be disconnected or manually
powered off [123].
An integrated visualization system for a large‐scale
local area network is described in [123], which can be used
for external attack detection as well as internal monitoring.
4.4.2.1. Visualization with three planes. Three
planes are displayed in the visualization system totally. As
demonstrated in Figure 12, the planes are time graph, IP
Matrix, and map.
In the time graph plane, the horizontal axis is the time
axis, which increases on the right side, and the vertical axis
is the amount of detected attacks [123]. Different colors
are used to distinguish different lines. Meanwhile, the lines
of the time graph are able to move along the plane of the
IP Matrix because they have different IP addresses [123].
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec

Time-series

4.4.1. InetVis.
InetVis [120] is a 3D scatter‐plot visualization tool
for network trafﬁc. In one example in [120], the setting
interface of InetVis’s control panel and visualization
results are shown, where the results are from the data
set that was captured over 5‐min post‐infection of a
sandbox victim with a typical Storm variant: the
horizontal blue x‐axis denotes the destination address
(home network), the red z‐axis denotes the source
address (external Internet range), and the green y‐axis
demonstrates ports (TCP and UDP) plotted along. In the
example in [120], the infected host is a single point of
reference in the red z‐axis. The IP address of the host is
“192.168.248.105”, which is a Class C address [120].
Hundreds of hosts were infected, which is demonstrated
through the prism of visualized disease across the blue
x‐axis [120]. Meanwhile, the rainbow across the y‐axis
(green) shows the port range.

65535

255

3rd
octet

0

map

Figure 12. Example overview of the system [123].

Usually, the exact value of the attack is not as important as
the changes or similarities of the lines [123].
The IP Matrix shows two octets in its horizontal and
vertical axes. If the ﬁrst and second octets are in the IP
Matrix, the system is functioning to detect external
attacks. When the third and fourth octets are demonstrated, the system is monitoring the personal computers
(PCs) within the local area network [123].
Finally, the third plane is the geography map of the
local network. This plane is only useful for the
administrator to locate PCs in the local network when
malicious activities are detected within the local network.
Therefore, this plane is only useful for internal network
monitoring. The map is conﬁgured to be connected to IP
addresses [123]. When the system needs to locate a
speciﬁc IP address, a line will be drawn from the IP
Matrix plane to the map plane [123].
An additional axis is displayed on the right side of
the graphical user interface, which is the TCP port.
Usually, the port number tells us what service is
attacked [123].
4.4.2.2. Two examples: botnet and Secure Shell
brute force attack. Figure 13 is an illustration that
shows an example in which the system detects alerts on
Internet relay chats, a well‐known communication channel
IP Matrix

0

Time-series

4.4. Three‐dimensional visualization

0

4th
octet

TCP Port

whereas many new receivers in the same department are
attacked in a short time). Such an attack is considered to
be a scan attack.

4th
octet

255

65535

3rd
octet

6667

0

map

Figure 13. Visualization of botnet activity [123].
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of botnets [123]. From the ﬁgure, we can learn that port
6667 is attacked, which is often used by the Internet relay
chat servers [123]. The blue and purple lines show similar
results. Both of the lines show the result of botnet and that
the two infected machines are located in different
departments, as shown in Figure 13 [123].
Figure 14 is also an illustration that shows an example
of attacks to TCP 22 port (SSH port) [123]. Secure Shell
(SSH) brute force attackers repeatedly connect to and try
to log into another computer [123]. As there are very many
connections, the result ﬁgure is somewhat unclear.
4.4.3. Flamingo.
Flamingo (Merit Network Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan,
USA) [124,125] is a tool that can visualize Internet trafﬁc
data in real time. Figure 15 is an illustration that shows an
example of a sequence of packets that are sent from a
subnet to a variety of IP address. The left side denotes the
source IP address, and the right side denotes the
destination address [125]. The ﬁgure seems to be fan out
from left to right, indicating a network wide scan [125].

0

IP Matrix

Time-series

4th
octet

255

65535

3rd
octet

0

map

Figure 14. Visualization of attacks to SSH [123].

Figure 15. A scan attack from a subnet [125].
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4.4.4. MineSet.
MineSet [97] is an integrated analytical and visual data
mining tool. It provides an interactive exploration process
to ﬁnd the trends and the relationships among data [97].
Figure 16 is an illustration of results of experiments in [3].
A bad status code from the access log ﬁle of a web server is
detected in the experiment, which includes the records of
dozens of days’ continuous operation [3]. The highest black
bar demonstrates 101 bad status of a client with a speciﬁc IP
address. The highest gray bar demonstrates another client
with 50 bad status codes [3]. Through the visualization
results, administrators are able to ﬁnd clients with malicious
purposes and block their requests in time [3].
4.4.5. A hybrid intrusion detection and
visualization system.
A hybrid intrusion detection and visualization system is
introduced in [126]. According to the classiﬁcation in [126],
there are three main detection categories: signature detection,
anomaly detection, and hybrid detection. Signature detection
works based on the signature matching of known attacks
[126]. As an example, worm attacks can be detected by
signature detection because of the over use of network
services and resources. However, it is difﬁcult to detect novel
attacks through signature‐based detection [88–90,126,127].
Anomaly detection works with assistance of models of
normal behaviors to identify anomalies in computer system
performance metrics, such as I/O activity and CPU usage.
Hybrid detection is a method that combines the advantages of
both methods.
The authors in [126] tried to establish a systematic
and intelligent visualization system that includes a two‐
stage intrusion detection technique. The ﬁrst stage
employs a signature‐based detection method to detect
intrusions. A database of known intrusion behavior is
established and updated over time. Data mining is quite
effective for this stage’s work. During this stage, audit
data are compared with the database in real time [126].
Once an intrusion is detected, interventions and
precautions will be taken based on different mechanisms. Meanwhile, the system call information will be
shown in a graph for further analysis [126].
The second stage, the anomaly detection stage, aims
to detect novel attacks [126]. Additional detection is
provided, such as the access of conﬁdential data. When
monitoring a speciﬁc program, the system will compare
the event traces with some expected behaviors [126].
The authors characterize a program through a series of
system calls [126]. A safe range of system calls is
established in the system, and a fuzzy inference
approach is employed. In one example in [126], a
normal value of system calls is shown with the
relationship of system calls, the number of system
calls, and time. The fuzzy inference module works
under a sequence of rules. The rules are based on prior
knowledge of the system. For example, a high value of
Syscall2 and a low value of Syscall3 are abnormal. The
prior knowledge can be established through a learning
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
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Figure 16. Total count of bad status codes for each IP client [3].

method such as neural network [126]. When an anomaly
is detected, it will be reported to administrators for
further actions [126].
4.5. Other designs
4.5.1. A visualization system based on monitoring
border gateway protocol data.
Anomaly detection refers to the detection of malicious
behaviors [128]. Mostly, an anomaly in network data is
recognized by statistical analysis, where statistical measures are used to model normal proﬁles [129,130]. In
[128], the authors designed a visualization system, in
which the anomaly is detected quickly without establishing normal data set.
4.5.1.1. Border gateway protocol. Border gateway
protocol (BGP) [131] is critical for communication among
routers in order to maintain network connectivity.
Therefore, analyzing BGP data is a good way to
understand the behaviors and performance of the Internet,
which also helps users determine the characteristics of
speciﬁc routing activity, the weaknesses in the network,
and even anomalous behaviors [128].
4.5.1.2. As routes and origin autonomous system
changes. An IP preﬁx is used to identify a network in
the Internet [1]. As an example, IP preﬁx “202.210.0.0/21”
demonstrates a network within which each IP address has
the same ﬁrst 21 digits. An autonomous system (AS) refers
to a single administrative domain including one or more
networks. Each AS has a unique AS number. Usually, the
cluster of machines included in an AS shares portions of
their IP addresses.
Border gateway protocol is the protocol used to
exchange reachability information between two ASs,
Security Comm. Networks 2012; 5:404–421 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec

based on which packets can be forwarded to the correct
destination. BGP routers communicate through a form of
BGP announcement. An example of BGP announcement
is “202.210/16: (6,14,27)”, which means that, by going to
AS‐6, AS‐14, and ﬁnally AS‐27, the IP preﬁx “202.210/
16” could be reached.
The last AS in the path to reach an IP preﬁx is the
origin AS of the preﬁx [1]. In the former example, the
origin AS of the IP preﬁx “202.210/16” is AS‐27.
Different reasons may lead to a change of the origin AS,
such as the ownership change of the preﬁx, misconﬁguration of routers, or malicious attacks.
According to daily BGP data, the origin AS change
(OASC) can be recorded. In [128], OASCs are recorded as
entries with the following format (Preﬁx, AS, Data, Type).
Origin AS changes are mainly classiﬁed into four
types, which are further categorized into eight types
[79]. The four main classes are: B‐type, H‐type, C‐type,
and O‐type.
C‐type refers to an AS announcing a preﬁx
previously owned by another AS [79]. C‐type is further
classiﬁed into the following four types [79]: CSM
(a C‐type change from a single AS to multiple origin
ASs), CMS (a C‐type change from multiple ASs to a
single origin AS), CSS, and CMM. Some OASCs are
complementary. For example, a CMS event could
correct a CSM event.
4.5.1.3. The visualization system design. In
[128], an OASC visualization system has been created.
The mapping scheme for data values to be mapped to
graphical values is as follows: IP preﬁxes are mapped to
pixels on a square. As shown in Figure 17 [128], the
mapping is done in a quad‐tree manner. Each square is
continuously divided into four equal squares [128]. For
example, to demonstrate a 32‐bit range address within a
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Figure 17. The plain design for visualization [128].

square, the mapping begins at the ﬁrst two most
signiﬁcant bits of the 32 bits, through which it is placed
into, of the four sub‐squares [128]. The preﬁx is then
put into a sub‐square within a sub‐square. The division
is repeated until all of the bits of the preﬁx are
exhausted [128]. In [128], a 512 × 512 pixel square is
used to represent the entire IP preﬁx space. As IP
preﬁxes have at most 24 digits as masks, at most 64
different IP preﬁxes may be represented by the same
pixel.
Meanwhile, four lines are drawn surrounding the IP
square in order to demonstrate AS numbers in the network.
All of the AS numbers are mapped to a pixel on one of the
four lines, as shown in Figure 17. If an OASC occurs, a
corresponding line will be drawn connecting an IP preﬁx
with an AS number. Each pixel on the four lines represents
more than one AS number [128]. Zooming features are
provided in the main display for users to distinguish
different AS numbers. Meanwhile, the colors of the lines
are distinguished according to the type of OASCs [128].
For example, yellow line denotes CMS, and a green line
denotes CSM.
Consecutive data of a day can be shown as a
“movie” or frame by frame, which can help the user
detect temporal patterns [128]. Meanwhile, a certain

amount of the previous days’ data can also be shown on
the window to assist the user’s memory of patterns from
previous days [128]. The displays of previous days
data are darker, and users can control which days are
shown [128].
Figure 18 is an illustration that shows an example of
CSM events and corresponding CMS events to correct the
abnormal status [128]. The ﬁrst ﬁgure shows that, on 6
April 2001, a large number of CSM events exist because
of a speciﬁc AS announcing preﬁxes of many different
ASs. After that, a sequence of CMS events happened to
correct the errors, and the system ﬁnally went back to
normal on 13 April 2001.
4.5.2. A visualization design for monitoring e‐mails.
In [132], a visualization system for monitoring e‐mails
containing inappropriate content is designed. This visualization is designed for supporting human resources (HR)
to manage e‐mails with inappropriate materials.
In the visualization technique, all internal senders of
inappropriate materials are mapped around a circle. Then,
a line with an arrow will be drawn cross the circle area
from the sender to the receiver. Senders are differentiated
by the color of the lines. If the monitored e‐mail is from an
external sender, a small arrow line is used outside the
circle looking like the recipient is sending the e‐mail. This
will help us to determine whether the employee forwards
inappropriate contents after receiving them from the
outside. By tracking the e‐mails in this way, a chain of
e‐mail forwarding can be made to ﬁnd who has forwarded
them.
The designer manually maps related data with Microsoft Visio (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) and
uses the layering capability to see each sender’s own Visio
layer. Figure 19 shows an example of tracking a speciﬁc
e‐mail, and Figure 20 is an example of the activity of a
speciﬁc sender.

Figure 18. CSM activity on 6 April 2001 followed by 6 days of corrective CMS activity [128].
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Figure 19. The tracking of a speciﬁc e‐mail [132].
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Figure 20. The activity of a speciﬁc sender [132].

This visualization system cannot only detect how
many people are involved in forwarding e‐mails with
inappropriate contents but can also calculate how
many inappropriate e‐mails are forwarded by a speciﬁc
sender.

An important characteristic of visualization design is that
there is no ﬁxed model to transfer datasets to spatial
coordinates. Therefore, there is no restriction for mapping
data attributes to visual attributes. As we have studied, all
kinds of mapping methods can be utilized. Parallel
coordinates are utilized in [116] to illustrate N kinds of
information within a 2D plane. In [105], hosts are mapped
to a hierarchical visualization according to their IP
addresses. The principle is to make discoveries through
appropriate mapping.
Our future work is to design a visualization system
for network monitoring. Our mapping technology will
combine the hierarchical visualization with the parallel
coordinates. The hierarchical technology [105,122]
provides a clear view of each host and corresponding
results of incidents. However, the visual results are
limited, and many attributes are not clear to users.
Parallel technology [116,119,120] provides an easier
way to show multiple attributes, but the representation
of axes may lead to messy visual results. Therefore,
we will extend the forms of visual results. Multi‐
dimensional visualizations such as 3D views and
parallel coordinates will be provided to depict patterns
or correlations among attributes.
Meanwhile, many current visualization systems do not
perform well in handling large amounts of data. We can
combine visualization techniques with intelligent techniques, such as data mining and machine learning, to make
effective detections.
Finally, we plan to develop a location service for
local networks. The location service is meant to help
administrators locate a speciﬁc IP address. As IP
addresses are always assigned by an organization’s
structure, the hierarchical technology in [105] can
brieﬂy demonstrate the topology of departments but
not the exact locations of each host. As in [123], a
geography map is also provided as a plain in the three‐
plain integrated visualization system. However, it is
hard to ﬁnd an exact IP address in the integrated plains.
Inspired by geolocation [104], we will establish an
additional geography database in our design, based on
which users can request the location information.

Table III. Summary of visualization designs.
Forms of visual results
Text based
Geolocation [104],
Log Parser [3], etc.

Parallel

Hierarchical

Three dimensional

Others

Picviz [116],
Visual Firewall [119],
Rumint [120].

Treemaps [122],
IP‐based
hierarchical [105].

Inetvis [120],
Integrated system [123],
Flamingo [125],
MineSet [97],
A hybrid system [126].

BGP based [128],
An e‐mail monitoring
system [132]

BGP, border gateway protocol.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A visualization system provides a more perceptive
method for security analysis. It is an effective way to
use visual analytics in exploring logs, as this is easier
for humans to ﬁnd than unexpected patterns. Visual
analytics are also advantageous for ﬁnding explanations
or reasons for an observed phenomenon, especially for
these open‐ended problems. That is because visually
explored data and patterns, together with the users’
knowledge, can help users ﬁnd explanations [2].
Automated algorithms and methods are more suitable
to handle those problems with exhaustively enumerated
reasons, which can be tested one by one [2].
In this paper, we studied visualization designs from ﬁve
different categories, and in each category, we study several
designs, as shown in Table III. For each design, we study
its novel idea and detailed case with corresponding visual
results. With the assistance of visualization systems,
administrators can detect anomalies in a more perceptive
and convenient way.
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